Looming sounds as warning signals: the function of motion cues.
Sounds with increasing intensity can act as intrinsic warning cues by signalling that the sound source is approaching. However, intensity change is not always the dominant motion cue to a moving sound, and the effects of simple rising intensity sounds versus sounds with full three dimensional motion cues have not yet been directly compared. Here, we examined skin conductance responses, phasic alertness, and perceptual and explicit emotional ratings in response to approaching and receding sounds characterised either by full motion cues or by intensity change only. We found a stronger approach/recede effect in sounds with full motion cues for skin conductance response amplitude, suggesting sustained mobilisation of resources due to their greater saliency. Otherwise, the approach/recede effect was comparable in sounds with and without full motion cues. Overall, approaching sounds elicited greater skin conductance responses and phasic alertness, and loudness change was estimated higher. Also, they were rated as more unpleasant, potent, arousing and intense, and the probability of such sounds to signal a salient event or threat was rated higher. Several of these effects were modulated by sex. In summary, this study supports the suggestion that intensity change is the dominant motion cue mediating the effects of approaching sound sources, thus clarifying the interpretation of previous studies using such stimuli. Explicit emotional appraisal of such sounds shows a strong directional asymmetry and thus may reflect their implicit warning properties.